
The Intruded Permanent Tooth: information for dentists  
Normally a tooth is held in place by a network of fibers and cells called the periodontal ligament. These 
fibers were torn apart and many of the cells were crushed by the pressure of the pushed-up root during the 
accident.  

Things that can cause this tooth to fail are:  
• The depth the tooth has been pushed into the bone  
• Infection that leads to rapid resorption of the root (months to a year)  
• The tooth can become part of the bone and simply dissolve over time (years)  
• As children grow, intruded teeth may remain in the same position. The tooth will appear to sink into the 
gingiva and have to be removed (years)  
• The tooth can dissolve just below the crown and snap off…root must be extracted (years)  
 
What do we know?  
Teeth pushed up less than 3mm will likely come back to place by themselves and survive. Teeth pushed up 
between 3-6mm will likely need help to return to their location and may need root canal treatment within 
the next year. Teeth pushed up more than 6mm will need to be repositioned and will need immediate root 
canal treatment. Dentists can prevent infection by completing root canal treatment in less than two weeks. 

Responsibilities of the dentist  
Inform patient/parent/caregiver of the prospects/outcomes of this injury.  
Attempt to reposition the tooth if the patient, parent, caregiver wishes.  
Prevent or control infection.  
Splint the tooth and remove splint at the appropriate time.  
Begin and/or complete root canal treatment.  

Responsibilities of the patient/parent/caregiver  
Allow radiographs for diagnosis of damage  
Approve treatment plan: surgical, active or passive repositioning 
Cooperate for repositioning/splinting/root canal treatment 
Comply with instructions if antibiotic therapy is required 
Return for post-operative splint removal/radiographs at the appropriate times as recommended by the 
dentist. (Usually splint removal at 8 wks or 2 months depending upon option with radiographs at that time, 
3 months, 6 months and then yearly)  
Because of the high rate of complications associated with severe intrusions, patients and parents and the 
dentist should expect several visits during the first year.  
 
Three types of intrusions  

Tooth < 3mm intruded  
Radiographs (2 size 0 periapicals*) at different angles using Rinn holder, at the time of injury. Observe for 
passive repositioning (movement into arch alignment) Examination/radiographs at 8wks, 6m, 12m.  
 
Tooth 3-6mm intruded  
Radiographs (2 size 0 periapicals*) at different angles at the time of injury. Splint adjacent teeth and begin 
active traction on intruded tooth immediately Recall weekly during active traction

 

. Retain with splint for 6-8 
weeks. Examination/radiographs at 8wks, 6m, 12m.  

Tooth >6mm intruded  
Radiographs (2 size 0 periapicals*) at different angles at the time of injury.  
Remove tooth and proceed as in Scenario 3, for avulsions. Examination/radiographs at 6m, 12m.  

*minimum number of radiographs indicated, additional views if required. 
 



 
Outcomes 
Survival of minimally-intruded (0-3mm) incisors is very good. Expect 40% to exhibit pulp canal obliteration, 
40% to require root canal treatment, usually within the first year. 
  
Survival of permanent teeth intruded 3-6 mm is very good as well. However survival is compromised by 
crown fracture with/without pulp exposure. If active traction is delayed, periodontal ligament healing will 
compromise the ability to move the tooth with high elastic forces. Expect 40% to exhibit pulp canal 
obliteration, 40% to require root canal treatment, usually within the first year. 
  
Beyond 6mm intrusion survival is drastically reduced. If the patient has not attained full growth, ankylosis 
will lead to infraocclusion during the adolescent growth spurt. We remove such teeth surgically, complete 
endodontics and splint (as in replanted teeth). This controls infection and produces the expected outcome, 
ankylosis and replacement root resorption.  
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